An analytical model has been developed that can predict the scattering of irregular waves normally incident upon an array of vertical cylinders. To examine the predictability of the developed model, laboratory experiments have been made for the reflection and transmission of irregular waves from arrays of circular cylinders with various diameters and gap widths. Though the overall agreement between measurement and calculation is fairly good, the model tends to over-and underpredict the reflection and transmission coefficients, respectively, as the gap width decreases. The model also underestimates the energy loss coefficients for small gap widths because it neglects the evanescent waves near the cylinders. The peaks of the measured spectra of the reflected and transmitted waves slightly shift towards higher frequencies compared with that of the incident wave spectrum probably because of the generation of shorter period waves due to the interference of the cylinders. Both model and experimental data show that the wave reflection and transmission become larger and smaller, respectively, as the wave steepness increases, which is a desirable feature of the cylinder breakwaters.
Introduction
Slotted breakwaters made of concrete units or timbers have gained popularity in many countries where a source of gravel needed for the rubble mound breakwater is scarce. They have some other desirable features that have encouraged their use within harbors. Not only do they offer protection behind the breakwater but they reduce wave reflection from the breakwater, which can sometimes cause difficulties in navigation or ship operation (see McBride et al., 1994 , for example). In addition they permit the circulation of water and so assist the maintenance of the water quality within the harbor.
The simplest structure of a slotted breakwater is an array of vertical cylinders.
The closely spaced cylinders induce energy dissipation due to the viscous eddies formed by the flow through the gaps. The functional efficiency of the cylinder breakwater is evaluated by examining the reflection and transmission of the waves from the breakwater. In order to examine the wave scattering by vertical cylinders, hydraulic model tests have been used (Hayashi et al., 1966; Kojima et al., 1988; Uda et al., 1990; Kakuno and Liu, 1993, among others) . Efforts towards developing analytical models for predicting the reflection and transmission coefficients have also been made. Twersky (1962) , Spring and Monkmeyer (1974) and Linton and Evans (1990) provided analytical solutions for circular cylinders.
For cylinders with an arbitrary cross-section, analytical models were developed based on the method of matched asymptotic expansions (Lamb, 1932; Martin and Dalrymple; Kakuno and Liu, 1993) . Other authors (Hagiwara, 1984; Bennett et al., 1992) used an eigenfunction expansion method to solve the boundary value problem derived from the linear description of the water wave system diffracted by the cylinders. Among the above-mentioned analytical models, only the last three authors included the energy dissipation by flow separation around the cylinders, which becomes important for closely spaced cylinders. Others only took the diffraction problem into consideration by assuming that the spacing is much greater than the diameter of the cylinders.
The aforementioned experimental or analytical approaches deal with regular waves impinging on vertical cylinders. In the present study, using an eigenfunction expansion method, we develop an analytical model that can predict the reflection and transmission of irregular waves normally incident upon vertical cylinders. In order to examine the performance of the developed model, laboratory experiments are made for circular cylinders in a wave flume. The comparisons between the 4 model and experimental results are made for the frequency-averaged reflection and transmission coefficients as well as those of the individual frequency components.
Theoretical Analysis
Let us consider the array of vertical cylinders of an arbitrary cross-section sketched in Fig. 1 , in which h is the constant water depth in still water. The distance between the centers of two adjacent cylinders is denoted as A 2 and the width of an opening is a 2 so that the porosity of the cylinder breakwater at 0
. The x -axis and y -axis are taken to be normal and parallel, respectively, to the crest line of the cylinders. The vertical coordinate z is measured vertically upwards from the still water line.
Consider unidirectional irregular waves incident in the positive x -direction. Based on the small-amplitude wave theory, the surface elevation of the incident waves can be expressed as The subscript I denotes the incident waves. The wave number n k must satisfy the dispersion relationship:
in which g is the gravitational acceleration.
The velocity potential consists of free propagating wave modes and nonpropagating evanescent wave modes. We assume the 'wide spacing approximation' (Srokosz and Evans, 1979) so that the evanescent waves near the cylinders may be neglected. The total velocity potential for the propagating wave modes ) , ,
is the horizontal spatial variation of the n th component wave potential n  .
Very near the cylinders the waves may exhibit three-dimensional features.
However, in the region far from the cylinders, the waves may become long-crested. Therefore, the solutions for ) (x n  in each region of the fluid domain sketched in Fig. 1 may be constructed as
in which 
in which C is the blockage coefficient and  is the depth-averaged linearized dissipation coefficient which will be derived later in this paper. See Kakuno and Oda (1986) and Kakuno and Liu (1993) for the blockage coefficients for various shapes of cylinders. The second and third terms in (6) represent inertia resistance and energy dissipation due to flow separation near the cylinders, respectively. For the derivation of (6), see Kakuno and Liu (1993) . They derived this equation for regular waves. Since the blockage coefficient C depends only on the geometry of 6 the cylinder array but not on the wave characteristics, the inertia term can be used without change for irregular waves. However, the energy dissipation term for regular waves should be different from that for irregular waves, which will be derived later in this paper. The matching conditions (6) and (7) provide the boundary conditions for the far-field solutions on two sides of the cylinder array.
Since the near-field length scale is of the order of wave amplitude, which is much smaller than the far-field length scale of ) ( Substituting these expressions into (4) and (5) and applying the matching conditions (6) and (7), we obtain and substituting them into (8) and (9), we get
The remaining task is to determine  for an array of vertical cylinders. The linearized dissipation coefficient  , which represents the energy loss due to flow separation, may actually be dependent upon the wave frequency. However, the 7 flow separation due to irregular waves is induced not by the individual component waves but by the superposition of all the component waves. Therefore, we seek the dissipation coefficient  , which corresponds to the total wave. By applying global momentum conservation to a control volume in the vicinity of the cylinder gap, Mei (1983, p. 257) 
 is the dynamic wave pressure,  is the fluid density,
is the wave-induced velocity away from the cylinders, and  is the energy loss coefficient at the gap. Note that the preceding equation is equivalent to (6) if the nonlinear energy dissipation term is linearized by
For rectangular cylinders, the energy loss coefficient  has been evaluated using the plate orifice formula (e.g., Kondo, 1979) :
in which c C is the empirical contraction coefficient at the gap. For circular cylinders, however, this formula could not be used as it is because the porosity changes along the gap, i.e., ) (x r r  . Noting that the energy loss coefficient is approximately proportional to the reciprocal of the square of the porosity, we introduce an ad hoc porosity r so that (18) in which d is the diameter of the circular cylinder and ) (x r is given by
The energy loss coefficient for circular cylinders is then evaluated by
Hattori (1972) appropriate for circular cylinders as will be discussed in the next section.
The energy dissipation term due to flow separation, i.e., the fourth term in (16), is nonlinear. It can be linearized by approximating it to
is the depth-dependent linearized dissipation coefficient. If we define the error involved in the approximation of (21) as
the expression for ) (z  can be obtained by minimizing the expectation of the squared error 2  with respect to
Assuming that 1 u is a Gaussian random process with zero mean and the standard deviation of
The linearized dissipation coefficient is still a function of the depth. The depthaveraged dissipation coefficient,  , can be obtained by equating the expectations of the depth-integrated powers, i.e.
Using (24) and
The Gaussian quadrature formulas can be used for the integration over the depth in the preceding equation.
The remaining task for calculating  is to express the standard deviation
in terms of the incident wave spectrum. The amplitude of 1
Then the velocity spectrum ) ( 1 n u S  is related to the incident wave energy spectrum ) (
The standard deviation of 1 u is then given in terms of continuous spectrum by
is the transfer function given by (28) (14) and (15), respectively, and then the spectral densities of the reflected and transmitted waves are calculated by
respectively. Now In order to measure the incident, reflected, and transmitted wave spectra, four wave gauges were installed as shown in Fig. 2 . The wave gauges W1 to W3 in front of the cylinders are for measuring the incident and reflected waves, and the gauge W4 behind the cylinders is for transmitted waves. The wave records measured at W1 to W3 were used to separate the incident and reflected wave spectra using the technique developed by Park et al. (1992) . The wave measurements were made for 120 times the significant wave period at the sampling rate of 20 Hz for each of the wave gauges. A sufficient waiting time was allowed to elapse after the initiation of wave generation prior to data acquisition to permit the slower-traveling high-frequency component waves to travel to the remote wave gauge W4.
In the spectral analysis of the data, the first 2,048 data points were used for the waves of The time series was corrected by applying a 10% cosine taper on both ends and was subjected to spectral analysis. The raw spectrum was running-averaged twice over fifteen neighboring frequency bands, the total number of degrees of freedom of the final estimates being 225.
Results
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The comparison between measurement and calculation of the frequencyaveraged reflection and transmission coefficients is given in Table 2 , in which the relative error was calculated by
where the subscripts c and m denote calculation and measurement, respectively. The comparison of the measured and calculated reflection and transmission coefficients is shown in Fig. 3 Instead it is observed that the peaks of the calculated spectra of the reflected and transmitted waves coincide with that of the incident wave spectrum but those of the measured spectra slightly shift towards higher frequencies. This seems to be attributed to the interference of the cylinders which often generates the waves with periods shorter than the incident wave period. Further investigation is needed to clarify this phenomenon.
To examine the influence of wave steepness on the performance of the model for different frequencies, the result for steeper waves ( Figs. 13 and 14 along with Fig. 10 show the comparison among different significant wave periods for the same wave height and configuration of the cylinders. In these cases, the calculation errors for the frequency-averaged reflection or transmission coefficient are relatively small, ranging from -2.7 to 4.6% (see Table 2 ). Again no particular difference depending on the significant wave period is observed, but the errors for the individual frequency components are somewhat larger than the frequency-averaged errors in certain frequency ranges. For example, the calculation error for the frequency-averaged transmission coefficient is only -2.7% in the case shown in Fig. 13 , but the transmission of the individual frequency components is somewhat over-predicted for the lower frequencies and under-predicted for the higher frequencies. The same trend is observed in all the cases with different significant wave periods. This may again be attributed to the generation of shorter period waves due to the interference of the cylinders.
Finally we present the spectra for the cases of the best and worst comparison of the frequency-averaged reflection and transmission coefficients between measurement and calculation. Fig. 15 shows the results for Case 2 with 
Conclusions
Using an eigenfunction expansion method, an analytical model was developed that can predict the scattering of irregular waves normally incident upon an array of vertical cylinders. It includes the pressure drop due to inertia resistance and the 16 energy dissipation due to flow separation in front of and behind the cylinders. The nonlinear dissipation term due to flow separation was linearized by introducing a depth-averaged dissipation coefficient, which was obtained by equating the expectations of the depth-integrated powers of the linearized and nonlinear dissipation. For an array of circular cylinders for which the porosity varies along the gap, an ad hoc porosity was introduced to calculate the energy loss coefficient.
In order to examine the predictability of the developed model, laboratory experiments were made for the reflection and transmission of irregular waves from arrays of circular cylinders of various diameters and gap widths. Examining the frequency-averaged reflection and transmission coefficients, though the overall agreement between measurement and calculation is fairly good, as the gap width decreases, the model tends to over-predict the reflection coefficient and underpredict the transmission coefficient compared with the measurement. On the other hand, the model under-predicts the energy loss coefficients for small gap widths probably because the model neglects the evanescent waves near the cylinders, which may increase the energy loss through the gap between the cylinders.
The peaks of the measured spectra of the reflected and transmitted waves slightly shifted towards higher frequencies compared with that of the incident wave spectrum. Presently this seems to be attributed to the generation of shorter period waves due to the interference of the cylinders, but further study is needed to clarify this phenomenon.
Both measurement and calculation show that wave reflection and transmission become larger and smaller, respectively, as the wave steepness increases. Therefore the cylinder breakwater is more effective for steeper waves in protecting the harbor area while it is more effective for milder waves in reducing the wave reflection from the breakwater, which is a desirable feature of the cylinder breakwaters. Table 2 Frequency-averaged reflection and transmission coefficients of measured and calculated spectra 
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